The Study of Using Big Data Analysis to Detecting APT Attack
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Abstract. An advanced persistent threat (APT) is a deliberately slow-moving cyberattack that is applied to quietly compromise interconnected information systems without revealing itself. APTs often use a variety of attack methods to get unauthorized system access initially and then gradually spread throughout the network. In contrast to traditional attacks, they are not used to interrupt services but primarily to steal intellectual property, sensitive internal business and legal documents and other data. Once an attack is successful, then the system timely detection is of paramount importance to mitigate its impact and will prohibit APTs from further spreading. For the early detection APT threat, this study proposes a detection mechanism, using Big Data and Splunk analysis, then using data mining techniques to find malicious IP position. Through the experimental results, decision tree algorithm is used as the best prediction model, and in the predictive model, the detection rate increased to 99%. Finally, this study established an alert system, can achieve real-time threat detection APT effect.
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1 Introduction

Sony Pictures Entertainment on November 24, 2014 was called “peacekeeper” hacker groups APT attack, tens of thousands of employees the data, as well as several unreleased copies of the film have been leaked, this incident has proved that the APT attacks prediction and its importance.

At the end of 2014, Taiwan renowned online game league of legends and the path of exile has also suffered APT attack, caused by Remote Access Trojans (RAT) PlugX variants in Setup appear in the official version of the game, the chain of infection as triggered through the download installer or update the game is legitimate, resulting in player’s computer suffered Trojan intrusion.

Because APT is a customized, targeted attack, simple pattern analysis and signature-based protection mechanism can’t be fully effective defenses. APT may use digital signatures to bypass the white list of security devices directly, bypass the sandbox / virtual environment by infiltrating a zero-day exploit or using encrypted code. According to the statistics report, APT mail attacks with social engineering are the most

APT has evolved to bypass security mechanisms that are difficult to find with current technologies and require new security technologies to deal with these attacks. New technologies require big data analytics technology [1, 7-9, 11, 16, 29] as the core, integrated defensive technology, central control and accident forecasting technology. Therefore, we propose a big data analytics technology to extract data from multiple sources and resist unknown APT attacks.
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2 Related Technology

2.1 Advanced Persistent Threat

Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) [2, 6] is different from traditional attack modes, it is a systematic and planned attacks and targeted approach. APT’s features more complex and customized, the “advanced” process signifies sophisticated techniques using malware to exploit vulnerabilities in systems [24], often orchestrated by certain staff, aimed at specific targets. It is usually motivated by business or political, for a specific organization or country, and remain high for a long time hidden. Advanced is highlighted by the use of sophisticated malicious software and technology to take advantage of loopholes in the system, and avoid anti-virus software. Soon after the invasion, the characteristics of high because of its low profile and hide, for continuous latent viruses can attack without being noticed.

The “persistent” process is an external force will continue to monitor specific target, in that time, hackers will make confidential data collection and analysis efforts, and then slowly invading infection network system to the entire company or organization, and finally enabling data to be exported will be collected, and from which to get data. Threat the people involved in the planning of the attacks.

2.2 Advanced Penetration Attacks (APT) Detection and Defense

According to a trend micro TrendLabs study, 91% of targeted attacks using e-mail as the starting point of entry. In addition, the Ponemon Institute study shows 78% of targeted e-mail attacks using malware embedded in an attachment. It can be seen that through email is the attacker’s minimum resistance and bypass existing security defenses [15, 19].

2.3 Big Data in the Application of Network Security

Big data is the process of analyzing large amounts of data from thousands of sources including a blog, a malicious IP location, email, information from the other attacks, in order to recognize patterns or anomalies, analyze trends, and final description organization to identify, isolate and neutralize APT attack [4-5, 13-14].

Meanwhile, big data analytics in the cloud can also be used as a centralized, APT attacks are detected immediately updated in another company to another company, even if they are in completely different industries in the world. Finally, from traditional antivirus software to dynamically under the data analysis of the evolution of cloud computing, prevention has changed dramatically for APT: emphasis on detection and response, rather than a focus on prevention.

2.4 Splunk Cloud Technology

Splunk [28] is applied to the machine data engine. It will collect all the IT systems and infrastructure (physical, virtual and cloud) the machine data, and indexes to use. Splunk Cloud provides the following capabilities:

Data collection. Splunk Cloud provides several options for sending data from a variety of sources to your Splunk Cloud deployment.

Ingestion. Splunk Cloud prepares incoming data for searching.

Storage. Your data is stored in a manner that is optimized for the cloud. You can configure data retention according to your auditing and compliance requirements.

Search. Your users can correlate data, visualize results, generate reports and alerts, and more.

Apps and premium solutions. Access to certain pre-configured dashboards, reports, data inputs, and saved searches that provide domain-specific solutions.
3 Research Methods

3.1 Experimental Flowchart

This experimental flowchart as Fig. 1, first set up two computer host in Taiwan, one attack computer is C&C Server, another was suffered APT success invasion of computer. Then began collection the log archives of hacked computer, using statistics analysis and data mining method for integrated analysis, to analyze obviously and the implied information and defined this class attack of sample and features.

Fig. 1. Experimental flowchart

4 Experimental Simulation and Data Collection

4.1 Research Tools

Hardware and software equipment used in this study are as follows:
4.2 Simulated Attack Environment

First we set up a victim notebook computer at Chinese Culture University laboratory, another C&C Server is installed on the home computer, using 100M non-fixed IP, using the floating IP. C&C Server IP no matter how changes can correct for victim computers online, the architecture is shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. APT simulated architecture](image)

Attacker uses APT attack software Poison Ivy produces an attached file named .exe. Use the method of Exploit to put the virus into a common word file. And then use the social engineering traps, the word file using e-mail sent to the victim computer. When the victim computer to open this word file, the virus will follow the opening, and the victim did not know. Fig. 3 shows the execution of the Poison Ivy APT attack software.

![Fig. 3. Poison Ivy](image)
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When the victim computer boot and connected to the network, it will automatically connect to attack the computer, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Victim computer connection C & C Server screen

Fig. 4 shows the victim’s IP, computer name, OS system, CPU, RAM and so on. Click the victim computer icon, you can see all the victim computer complete information.

Fig. 5 shows the victim’s computer’s full details, Fig. 6 shows the program in progress, services, recording for keylogger, Fig. 7 shows the victim’s screen, and direct control of the victim.

Fig. 5. Victim computer’s full computer information
Fig. 6. Victim computer files can be uploaded or downloaded

Fig. 7. Monitor the victim’s computer screen and control

4.3 Use Splunk to Collect the Firewall log

Established the attack environment, we began collection victim computer of firewall log 14 days total 6,610,297 of data, as Fig. 8 shows. We using no-IP and non-fixed IP of set, created six APT of online to
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C&C Server of IP, using Splunk processing, then find its suspicious of IP, as Fig. 9 for time within destination IP of online number.

![Firewall log data](image1.png)

**Fig. 8. Firewall log data**

![The number of destination IP connections in time](image2.png)

**Fig. 9. The number of destination IP connections in time**

Due to characteristic of APT, affected computers will be fixed with the C&C Server online. We observed a daily fixed-frequency IP as the same online, after entering the commands in the Splunk, the result shows in the following Table 1 and Fig. 10.

**Table 1.** Splunk suspected APT produce tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dst_ip</th>
<th>count</th>
<th>avg(gap)</th>
<th>var(gap)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.161.8.125</td>
<td>1671</td>
<td>40.472455</td>
<td>385.390193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.161.8.39</td>
<td>1642</td>
<td>70.200488</td>
<td>1447087.211610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.171.32.116</td>
<td>59.24</td>
<td>52.316900</td>
<td>429284.600841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.171.138.124</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2039.0909</td>
<td>17863267.8909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.34.136.210</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1142.0000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.135.104.98</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.8.4.4</td>
<td>1598</td>
<td>758.351910</td>
<td>313748043.814678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.8.8.8</td>
<td>10794</td>
<td>112.210507</td>
<td>42555482.431220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.063.136</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>141.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.253.21.117</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.666667</td>
<td>0.333333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.41.130.127</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>144.500000</td>
<td>31000.500000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.41.130.230</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>438.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.41.133.163</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>51750.162162</td>
<td>327540099.20584087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.41.134.165</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>56.500000</td>
<td>197433333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.41.141.49</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>134.333333</td>
<td>185003333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.48130.72</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>37.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.48.136.57</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>99.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.53.75.62</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>61.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.67.162.110</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31.200000</td>
<td>412.700000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Fig. 11, dst_ip is the destination IP, count is the number of times the IP connection, avg (gap) is the average time to connect to the IP, var (gap) of Splunk are calculated variation values. From Splunk Technology handbook, we had known that the lower the number the more suspicious.

When we collected data through a firewall log to Splunk do big data processing, we got 271 suspicious IP data. Due to substantially reduce the amount of data to be processed, and Splunk can do follow-up treatment of direct export CSV format files.

4 SAS for Data Analysis

4.1 SAS Model Compare

After passing through the Splunk for big data processing, data exported from Splunk in order. This study analyzed using SAS statistical analysis software, first derived Splunk data into SAS EG storing SAS EM
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format that can be read, and then into the SAS EM, first need to build a prediction model of APT, and work flow as Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. SAS working flow chart

By the work flow chart, we use regression analysis, CHAID decision tree CART decision trees and neural network the four methods of data mining models. Tree refers to the CART decision trees, Tree2 is CHAID decision trees, and SAS is more suitable for the data that can be compared through SAS models, and numerical tables following figure graphically [3, 10, 17, 20, 21, 27].

In the following Fig. 13 for ROC diagram, ROC curve, closer to the upper-left corner of the better, it can be found the decision tree in figure is greater than the regression analysis and neural networks.

Fig. 13. The ROC diagram [12]

In the following Fig. 14 for Error classification ratio comparison, decision trees can be found in the figure the lowest error rate, and CART decision trees of the lowest rates of misclassification, this is competition important data.
In Fig. 15 below for the maximum absolute error comparison, we can see from the figure, the neural network is the lowest value, followed by the decision tree.

In the following Fig. 16 for compare sum of squares error, two methods of decision tree that is better than the other two algorithms.
In Fig. 17 below, the mean squared error is compared, and on average, the decision tree is still better than the other two. The CHAID decision tree is slightly better than the CART decision tree.

In the root mean square error of Fig. 18 below, the decision tree is still better than the other methods.
Gini indices (Gini index) is the Gini coefficient multiply 100 times expressed as a percentage. If the Gini coefficient is “1”, the minimum is equal to “0”. Indicating a numerical absolute uneven distribution, while the latter represents the absolute value on average, but the two only in theory. Therefore, the actual value of the Gini coefficient between only 0–1. Gini coefficient is smaller numerical distribution is average, Gini coefficient, the greater the value the more uneven distribution. In this study for the prediction model, so there’s no need to allocate on average, Gini coefficient, the greater the better. In the following Fig. 19, CHAID decision trees are slightly larger than the CART decision trees.

From the Fig. 20 compared of four algorithms, two decision trees are superior to regression analysis and artificial neural networks. Although the values are within close proximity of the two decision trees, but in the most important minimum classification error rate, CART decision trees have a minimum classification error rate of 10.67%, lower than other algorithms.
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We often hear the decision tree algorithm [26]. This study will compare the CART and CHAID algorithms, as shown in the decision tree of Fig. 21 and Fig. 22. It is clear from Fig. 21 that CHAID has too few nodes and can’t be a modeling tree. Therefore, the CART decision tree algorithm is used in this study, as shown in Fig. 22.

According to the previous literature, APT has a fixed frequency with the C & C Server connection characteristics. So we observe the count field (The more suspicious the number of connections), var field (Average daily connection frequency) and var (Variance). Fig. 22 shows that when count_range (count greater than or equal to 100 to 1, less than 100 is 2) is greater than 1, and avg_gap (average connection time) is less than 378, var_gap (variance) of greater than 1969690, then have a very high probability of APT in online IP, and called this decision tree for the APT model.
4.2 APT Attack Validation

After a prediction model is established, if you want to verify the APT attack, you can collect an unknown APT attack firewall information, through Splunk big data processing, directly into the SAS score, the results shown in Fig. 23.
4.3 The experimental results

From the figure forecast: APT = Y field, 1 refers to the record as APT, “Probability for level Y of APT” This information shows that probability for the record is APT. Among the 493 IP records, there are 3 recorded IPs from which the model is detected, namely “168.95.1.1”, “192.168.1.1”, “1.34.136.210” respectively. Of the three IP records, 168.95.1.1 is Chunghwa Telecom’s DNS and 192.168.1.1 is the Gateway of the intranet. These two data are misjudgments. The remaining 1.34.136.210 is indeed the APT attack IP used to establish the environment. Even so, in the 493 data misjudged two records, the detection rate as high as 99.59%, we can see that the APT detection method provided in this study is correct and feasible.

4.3 The experimental results

After we collect IP log for APT connect to C&C Server, the information will be sent to Splunk, as shown in Fig. 24.

The Protocol is TCP and port of APT is 3460, you can use Splunk monitoring TCP 3460 port, real-time monitoring results, and from the APT IP firewall blocking, then step back and analyze the IP packet size, about loss. We Also find out that the IP was made by which computer internal network hosts, reperfusion treatment, such as to the computer immediately. When the APT event occurs again, Splunk may at any time issue a warning, in order to achieve real-time monitoring with real-time effects.

The article [18] also uses APT detection technology, using the MalPEF-er and N-Victims methods, with a detection rate as high as 97%. Our method detection rate reached 99.59%, the detection rate increased by 2.59%.
5 Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter will summarize this research and future research directions. Again, analyzing the logs to prevent APT attacks is necessary. Records and data mining are the most effective ways to deal with big data analytics, making information more valuable, and knowledge models highly relevant.

5.1 Conclusions

The main contribution of the method proposed in this study can be divided into:

Because APT is easy to invade successfully, this research can help the subsequent IP detection after successful APT invasion to find out the host and the loss situation.

Big data processing network log, not only can save time, hardware performance, network resources, but also can simplify too much unnecessary data.

Using data mining and decision trees, you can reduce network-triggered event log data to “behavioral pattern rules.” The rule to be summarized directly as a prediction model, experimental verification with high credibility.

5.2 Future Work

APT attack threat, even the best detection technology, there will still be missed. The best defense APT strategy is to have good habits of the Internet, not to download unknown files, is the response to the APT.

In the future development, we hope to improve the detection rate of unknown attacks in the absence of a prediction model so as to achieve a more complete and comprehensive prevention effect. Expect to be able to do all stages of defense against APT attacks in order to achieve more comprehensive results.
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